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On the Number of Characters in a Block 
GEOFFREY R. ROBINSON 
WC arc concerned here with the following question of Brauer [ 11: given 
a y-block B with defect group D of a finite group G, is it true that B 
contains at most /D/ irreducible characters? 
In their famous paper [2], Brauer and Feit showed that k(B) < 
5 iDj2 + 1 (see the first section for an expianation of notation). Their result 
still seems to be the best general result available. In fact, they prove a little 
more: they obtain x,, p2”k,(B) < $ jLtlL + I. 
We are mostly concerned with bounding the quantity C,, pzhk,,(13). It is 
generally ~znt true that x1, p”‘kJB:) < IDi. as the principal 2-block of 
SL(2. 3) already shows, so it is not to be expected that the bound 
x1, $“k,,( R) < IDI will be achieved ! 
We do prove that for s eZ(I))“. the quantity ( 1:) D( ) C,, $“k,,( B) is 
bounded in terms of an invariant of a block, h, of C,i(s)/(s) with defect 
group D/(s>. Our results are somewhat technical to state, bu% WC do 
obtain that C,, $“kh(B) < lDj2/(.1-). and that this inequality is strict 
unless, perhaps, L) is cyclic (among other results of a similar nature). 
Our results may be compared to some results of Brauer [ 11 though they 
are of a somewhat different nature. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMIMXOGY 
Let G he a finite group. p be a prime, R be a complete discrete valuation 
ring of characteristic 0 whose residue field is algebraically closed of charac- 
teristic p and whose field of fractions contains a primitive iC/ th root of 
unity. Let 7( be a generator of J(R), let F= R/nR, and let K be the quotient 
field of R. Let WE R be a fixed primitive /Gj th root of unity. We 
consistently identify L”[tu] with the corresponding ring of cyclotomic 
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integers in @ (where J is viewed as a subring of R in the usual manner), 
and we set lj = (rc) n Z’[U,]. We let B denote a fixed block of RG and D be 
a defect group for B with lDl =I”‘, and we assume that tl> 0. We let B 
denote the corresponding block of FG. 
All RG-modules arc (unless otherwise stated) R-free and finitely 
generated. There is a natural bijection between characters of such 
RG-modules and characters of finitely generated @G-modules. so we just 
speak of characters. 
We let lrr( B) denote the set of irreducible characters in B (i.c., 
irreducible characters. x, of G such that x( 1 .)#O). We set ,n”= /G/,,, and 
(as usual) we say that the irreducible character l E Irr(B) has height /r if 
PI’ “+” 1 z( I ). We let k(B) denote 1 Irr(B)l, and we denote the number of 
characters of height 11 in Irr( B) by k,,(B). For 1 E Irr(B). WC let 11, denote 
the height of l. 
We let I= I(B) denote the number of isomorphism types of simple 
B-modules and (4, , . . . . 4,) denote the set of Brauer characters of the simple 
B-modules. For each i, we let q, denote the character of the projective cover 
(as RG-module) of the simple FG-module with Brauer character 4,. We 
define the class function 4:. of G to agree with 4, on all p-regular elements 
and to vanish elsewhere. 
We let P= P(B) denote the Z-submodule of the character ring of G 
spanned by ( fli :1 6 i < I), and we let L = L(B) denote the .Z submodule (of 
the ring of Z[c~~]-valued class functions of G) spanned by (d: : 1 < i < I). 
We note that P(B) c L(B) in a natural manner, (in fact, as is well known. 
P(B) is just the set of generalized characters in L(B)). 
For z a character in It-r(B) let ~“” agree with z on p-regular elements 
and vanish elsewhere. Then it is well known that L(B) is the L-span of 
{~““:~~1rr(B)). 
2. REMARKS ON QUADRATIC FORMS AssocrArm TO B 
The usual character ring inner product defines a quadratic form on P(B) 
whose matrix (with respect to the Z-basis (q, : 1 < i< I)) is C‘, the Cartan 
matrix of B. Similarly, the character ring inner product induces a quadratic 
form on L(B) whose matrix (w.r.t. {@I : 1 < i < li ) is C ‘. (These facts are 
well known). Also, from standard block orthogonality relations we have 
(q,, c#J;)=&,, for I <i,,j<l. 
Now (as is well known), L(B)/P(B) 1s a finite Abelian p-group whose 
cyclic factors have orders the elementary divisors of C‘. Thus, as I)“ is the 
largest elementary divisor of C, @‘L(B) c P(B). but p” ‘L(B) g P(B). 
We are concerned with the minimum value of (p”?~. /J$) over VE L(B) 
such that 11” ‘t~$ P(B) (such a minimum value clearly exists). 
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LEMMA 2.1, For ti E P. und r E kd, thr ,fbllolcing me equicaknt. 
(a, ClEp’L 
(b) (I( g) = 0 (mod pr Z [w] ) ,f’or twcI7 p-w,&u g E G. 
(c) (I). $)=O (mod p”),fbr all $EP. 
Proo/I That (a) implies (b) and that (a) implies (c) are immediate (for 
(L, P) = Z). Suppose that (c) holds. Then we can write 0 = xi=;, (0, q,)d:, 
so since (0, ~7,) E 0 (mod p”) for each i we see that 8 E prL, and hence 
(c) implies (a). 
If (b) holds, then whenever E is a Brauer elementary $-subgroup of G, 
I’ ’ Resg( 0) is a generalized character of E. Now (as is by now well 
known), each q, has the form &, a,:,, Indg(A), where E runs through 
Brauer-elementary p’-subgroups of G. 1. runs over linear characters of E. 
and each N[-., E Z. 
Thus t/p’(H, 11,) E Z for each i. so that HE p’L, and (b) implies (c). 
Pror$ For any x E Irr( B) we see easily that 
so that (lGl,,,j)[( I ),,,) p “I( 0, x) is an algebraic integer. Thus p”/ 1 ~(0, 1) for 
each x E B. Now, by assumption, (l/p) 0 4 P, so for some p E Irr( B) we must 
have (II, 11) $pZ. For this p we must have /z,, =O. Furthermore, for any 
x E Irr( B). we have 
so since (,u. 0) $p, we see that p “/(I, 0) f#pZ for any x E Irr(B). Since 
c@, 0) = Z,Eh,N1 (0, x)‘, the last remark follows easily. 
In view of Lemma 2.2, it is of interest to be able to decide, for a given 
rf E L(B), whether p” ‘q E P(B). Fortunately, this problem is easily 
resolved. 
Choose, as we may, a fixed p-regular ~3 E G with D E Syl,( C,;( ~3)) such 
that for some (and hence for each ) x E Irr( B). [G : C, ( J!)] (x( I’),/;(( 1))4 p. 
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LEMMA 2.3. For un!* tl E L(B) the ,fdlm~ing urt’ ryuicdenr : 
(i) P” ‘REP 
(ii) rl( j‘) E/7Z[(rl] 
(iii) ‘I( ~3) E [J. 
Proof: It is clear that (ii) implies (iii). so it suffices to prove that (i 
implies (ii) and that (iii) implies (i). 
If p” ‘q E P(B), then by Lemma I.1 of [5], (for example 1 
pi’ ‘q(j’)i.1D EZ[W], so that q( ~3) ~pZ[(o]. Hence (i) implies (ii). 
Suppose that (iii) holds. We may choose a Z-basis { $, , . . . . $,) for L(B) 
such that ; p[l’$, . . . . . i#$) is a Z-basis for P(B), where (I’, > dz > 2 ci, 
(the p’(“s are the elementary divisors of C’). Then we have pi, = t,! By a 
theorem of Brauer (89.8 of [3]), d, < rl for i > 1. We claim that $,( J,) E 
pZ[tn] for i > 1, whilst $, ( .L,) 4 I’. 
Since /)“‘$, E P(B). we know that /I’“$, ( .1x) E p”Z [o,] (using Lemma I. I of 
[S] again, for example). Hence for i> 1. we know that $,(~,)~pZ[tv]. 
Now we may choose z E Irr(B) with /I, = 0, and since [G:C’,;( JS)] x( 1,); 
x( 1) 4 P whilst CG: C,, (.v)l,, = x( 1 I,,. we know that x(J’)#/). Since we can 
find integers u, , . . 11, with x( J‘) =x:i-, u,$,( j’), we must have $ ,( ~3) $ p, as 
required. 
Now we may write ye = I:-, h, $, , where each h, E Z. Since V(J) E ~1 and 
rl( J,) = h, $,( ~3) (mod p). we see that p divides h,. But then p” ‘ye E P(B) 
(since /J” ‘h,li/,=c,p”$, for some (‘,EZ and since 17” ‘$,EP(B) for 
i> 1). 
Proc~f: If p” ’ 11~ P(B), then (p” ‘q, P/)E.Z, so that (p”fl, P”v)E#+ ‘Z’. 
Conversely. suppose that p” ‘q$ P(B). Let ($, , . . . . $,) be the H-basis for 
L(B) as in the previous proof. 
Write tl = xi= , h,$, , where each h, E Z. For i > I. we have ( p”q. #I/?,) = 
P “’ ‘(q. p” ‘I),) l ,rf’+‘H (since 11“ ‘$, E P(B)). Since p” ‘4,~ P(B) for 
i> 1, but p” ‘~4 P(B). we see that p 1 h,. It suffices to prove, then, that 
(P% P%I)$P“+‘~. 
Choose z E Irr( B) with h, = 0. Then ( /J”v, z) @PO by Lemma 2.2. Now 
( p$, x) = ( p”q, I’“‘), and we may write %‘I” = x: , u,$~. where each u, E B. 
Now ( p”ry, ,&““) #pi’+ ’ Z, so for some i. we see that (p”y~, #$,)$p”’ ‘Z. 
Since we know that (p$, pi’@,) E# ‘Z for i> I. we see that 
(/A/. pd*,)$pd+‘z. 
In view of Lemma 2.4, we may restate Lemma 2.2 as: 
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COROLL~ARY 2.5. C,:= o p2”k,J B) 6 p”m( B), itherr m(B) is the smallest 
integer relaticel?, prime to p represented by the integral quadratic, ,fiwm li,ith 
matri.Y p”C ‘. 
3. OTHER ~-SECTIONS 
Let .Y be a p-element of G, H = C,, (s). 
LEMMA 3. Let fj he u ~C~r)]-~omhii7atiotl of irreducihk characters of H 
uhich canishes outside the p-section of’s (in H ). Then there is an irreducible 
character, x, of G cvith (Ind; ((I), x) $ p if’ and only if’ there is an irwduc~ihlc 
character, p, sf‘ H with (H, p) 4 p. 
ProoJ Suppose that there is an irreducible character, ~1, of H with 
(0, cc) 4 p. Since 0 vanishes outside S:,‘(s) (the p-section of .Y in H). a direct 
(and quite standard) computation shows that (Ind%(H), IndF;(p))(;= 
(fj? P’)I,. Hence there must be an irreducible constituent, 1, say, of Indfj(/l) 
such that (Ind$(@), x)4,). The implication in the other direction is 
obvious. 
The next result follows from arguments like those used in Section 2, so 
we omit the proof. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let tj he a z[w] combination of’ Irr( B) such that 
$(g) l p”z[o] ,for each g E G, hut such that ($I, y’) $ p ,fbr .some 1’ E Irr( B). 
Then ,for each x E Irr(B). p “I($, x) E i7[w] \p. 
Choose SE Syl,( H), and set N = C,s( Op( H)). Then N a H; Z(H/N) is a 
p’-group, but whenever K a H with K< N, (N/K) n Z(H/K) # I. Let 
H = H/N, etc. From now on, we assume that .Y E Z(D), and we choose (as 
we may) a block, h, of RH with defect group D and with h’; = B. Let h be 
the (unique) block of RR which is the image of h under the natural 
epimorphism from RH onto RR. Then i; has defect group B, and the Car- 
tan matrix of, h, say, C(h), has the form p”C(h), where lN( =pe. Of course, 
INI Z I(s Also, we have pdC(h) ‘=p” “C(h) ‘. Thus m(b)=m(i;) 
(notation as in Corollary 2.5). so we may state: 
LEMMA 3.3. Choose y5 E L(h) ,t,ith pci ‘4 4 P(h) and +z,ith ( ~“4, ~“4) 
minimal .su~ject to this. Choose I+!I E L(h) irith p” “ ‘I+!I $ P(h) and \ixitll 
(17“ ‘,I), p“ “I//) minimal .suhject to this. Then ( ~“4, ~“4) = p”( p” “I/I, 
p“ “I/I). In particular, (~“4, ~“4) <p“’ ” ( <p’” ” -p” unless h has defect 0). 
Proof: As in Corollary 2.5, (~“4, ~“4) =p”m(h), and (p” “$, 17" ?I)) = 
t-f1 (‘m(h). Choose ,~1 E Irr(h) with h,, = 0. Then D(“)E L(i;), but p” ” ‘/~““$ 
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/J(b), and @’ ~‘tp7(jj) < (,,f’ ‘,$(“. /f’ ~~#(J’) <,$a’ 1~ ( q,‘fl/ 1,. -,,,” c. unless 
p vanishes on all p-singular elements of H, which happens precisely when 
h has defect 0). 
THEOREM 3.4. I. C,f (, p”‘k,,( B) G p”tn(h 1. 
2. I:,‘= () p%,,(B) </P” (‘. and if’ 6 his positiw cit~fl~l~t. th7 
C,‘=.,, p%-,,(B) q2“ t’-/‘f 
3. (f‘/(h) = 1, thtw x,:-,, p”‘A,JI) <p’/. 
Proof: The other parts follow easily from part 1 and the previous result 
(for if I(h)= I, then I(b)= 1, and p” “c(h) ‘= [I]). 
Choose @EL(~) as in the previous result (so that /I” ’ ‘I,!I $P(h) and 
(p” “$, p” “I+) is minimal subject to this). Then by Lemma 2.4 (applied 
with H, h instead of G, B), (I”’ “J/. I)” ‘$)&p” ” ’ ‘Z. 
Define li; E L(h) by $(f7) = i(h) if h is p-regular and by 0 otherwise. Then 
it is easy to see that (@‘$. /$)!,=/Y(/ I’$, p” f$)i,. Hence (by 
Lemma 2.4 again) p” ‘$ $ P(h). Note also that (~“5, p”(!?)=p”tn(h), so 
that we need to check that xi=,, $“k,)( R) < (#5/, p”$). 
Let H=&. For 1 <r< I(.\-)1 with p jr define the class function 0”’ of 
H by O”)(.\- ‘17) =0(/z) if 17 is /l-regular and by 0 otherwise. Then 
(e”“, 8”‘),, = (0, (I), for each I’. Also. since 0”’ vanishes outside S;/(.Y ‘). 
we see easily that (Ind~,(O”‘). Ind:;((I”‘)),, = (0”“. (I”‘),, = (0, I)),, for 
each I’. 
Write (1 = iEli F7rrfA, u,, p. Then each (I,, E J. and for some ~1, p :, u,( (since 
#=p”$, and p”- ‘$ $ P(h)). For each r. 0” =x,,. ,rr ,,,, N,,(u(.Y’)/u( 1 ))) ~1, so 
that for each r, (0”-‘, ~1) E Z[W], but for some ~1’ E Irr(h), (n”‘, ~1’) $ ij (since 
u,, 3 u,,(p(.u’)ip( 1 )) (mod /I)). By Lemma 3. I. for each r, we can find some 
irreducible character, 7. of G with (IndF,((t”‘), x)$0. Since 0”’ vanishes 
outside S::(.Y ‘) it is an easy (and well-known) consequence of Brauer’s 
second main theorem that Ind~(H”‘) has all its irreducible constituents in 
Irr(B). Also, IndE(O”‘) agrees with 0”’ on .S:,‘(.Y ‘), so that certainly 
t)“‘(.v ‘Ir)~p”Z[w] for each hi H. Hence by Lemma 3.2 we see that for 
every x E Irr( B) (and for each u). /> “t(lndt(fI”‘). z) E Z![W]‘~ /). For 
XE Irr(B) and for r as above. set xy’=p “‘(lnd~(O”‘), x). 
Then we have @(l(.u)l) (H, O),,=C ,,t ,rr,X) pTh/ C,- Ia~‘12. It is easy to see 
that for a fixed z E Irr(B), the Y:’ are p-conjugates of each other (i.e.. are 
conjugate via automorphisms of Z[to] fixing w”“) and are a full set of 
algebraic conjugates of z>” ( eat counted the same number of times as t h 
varies). A familiar argument of Burnside shows that xr Izy’l’ 3 cD( / (.*)I ) 
(of course. here @ denotes Euler’s function). Thus we have (0, (I)!, 3
c , t lrrj f3l P “‘t, which suffices to complete the proof. 
Remurkr. In [I], Brauer proved a result which in a sense is in a direc- 
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tion opposite to that of part 1 of Theorem 3.4, for Brauer proved that 
c&h) li( B) <p”/(h), where q(h) is the smallest positive integer represented by 
the integral quadratic form with matrix p” “C(6) ’ (actually, Brauer 
worked with Hj(.u) instead of our H/N, but the same quadratic form 
arises). Hence Brauer’s bound gets better when it can be demonstrated that 
q(h) is relatively large, whereas our results get better when the related 
quantity nr(h) can be shown to be small. In response to a question in an 
earlier version of this paper, A. Wanatabe proved that with some effort, it 
is possible to derive the inequality 3 of 3.4 from the results of Braluer [I]. 
Our next result is related to some results of Olsson [4] (in fact. the case 
.\- = II, is covered by Olsson’s results (at least if N = i I(, 1 )), 
C~ROL,LARY 3.5. We hrrrr 
p” c 2 i $“k,,(h) + k,,(h) 
IL I i’ 
c pYk,,( B)+/J” i p”‘/?,,(h) 
I! 0 I, _ I I 
<I’?” ‘I(h). 
PuM!$ Let Irr(i;)= {/I, : 1 <i<r). Whenever /1,~Irr(fi) has height 0 we 
have (p” “/lj”‘, 11,) > nl(i;), so that 
Whenever I~,E It-r(h) has height h >O, we know (as in [?J) that 
p “(I)” “llj’)), IL,) E Z ;pZ for each IL, E It-r(h) of height 0. whilst (also from 
[Z]) (/7” ‘/~;Or, ~1,) up” + ‘Z. Thus (I)” ‘/i;()‘. p” ‘nil”‘) bp”‘[k,,(h) +p’] 
and (pi’ ‘p)“‘, ,1,) >p”‘[k,,(h) +p2]/pe’ I’. 
Now (from Brauer [I]) pi’ “l(h) = C: ~, (~7” “/ijo’. ,r,). so that 
IJ’) “I( I5 ) 3 
IJZ IL:= I lJ”‘k,,(h) + k 
P” “ 
(1 
(h) 
i 
x,,P%,(B)+ Ix,:=, pii,, 
/J’J P” (’ I ’ 
which suffices to complete the proof. 
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